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SEO Positive Partners With Golf Planet Holidays

The UK’s fastest-growing SEO agency,SEO Positive, has recently won the opportunity to
partner with leading specialist travel agency Golf Planet Holidays.

(PRWEBUK) 5 December 2011 -- Golf Planet Holidays is an online booking agency dedicated to providing
customers with affordable tailor-made breaks for all golf enthusiasts. Offering an unrivalled selection of golf
holidays and tours at first-class locations around the world for over 30 years, Golf Planet Holidays prides itself
on its experience in the sector and personable approach towards customer service, both of which ensure that
each and every traveler is able to organise their perfect golfing holiday at the click of a button.

Despite enjoying reasonable success on the web, Golf Planet Holidays is now in a position to push its online
exposure to new heights. Armed with a well-designed website and already profiting from a strong reputation in
the sector for the quality and consistency of their service levels, the company approached SEO Positive looking
for a sharp, savvy optimisation solution that will yield fast SERPs yet remain cost-effective. The marketing
team at the travel agency weren’t searching for a traditional approach and made it clear from the initial
consultancy that they expected a cutting-edge service from their chosen SEO agency in order to reach a wider
audience.

Ben Austin, MD of SEO Positive and Golf Planet Holiday’s personal account manager believes that SEO
Positive’s strategy is sure to boost Golf Planet Holiday’s bottom-line considerably. Ben describes the process
behind developing such an aggressive SEO campaign for a client so determined to achieve those lucrative first-
page positions within Google.

“In this case, good, thorough research is crucial,” Ben explains. “The leisure and tourism industry is notoriously
competitive but we’re hoping to hit Golf Planet Holiday’s objectives by working closely with their team and
using our previous experience in the sector to our advantage.”

He goes on to stress that, despite the challenges it may face, SEO Positive’s search team is in a great position to
take on such an important campaign. “We don’t just have the working knowledge - we also have the passion
and drive to succeed,” Ben states.

SEO Positive was established in 2007 in Chelmsford, Essex with the aim of bringing effective yet affordable
online marketing services to companies from all industries and backgrounds. The company offers a huge range
of services including search engine optimisation, Pay Per Click account management, social media marketing
and website design.
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Contact Information
Ben Austin
SEO Positive Limited
http://www.seopositiveltd.co.uk
0800 088 6000

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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